
ALPHEE TRADING SYSTEM ONE 

  

Astro Model:  This offers different astrological models to help forecast the future of a 

stock.  

Bradley: This module allows you to work with the Bradley techniques. It has all types 

of options to employ. It can also optimize to conform with the past performance.  

  

Compare: Compares the stock file of IPOs to see how it relates with your natal chart. 

The better it reads with your natal chart the better it is to trade.  

Composite: This module takes the historical price, calculates each astrological criteria 

that happens daily and displays an average price movement graph. Choose to work 

with transit to transit (planets in the sky) or transits to a natal chart (1st trade or 

corporation horoscope). This is a quick and easy way to view how each planetary 

position in every degree opening between a planetary pair affects the market.  

  

File:  Use this to move IPOs to create a new chart file. You can move IPOs from one 

chart file to another.  

  

Help:  These videos will teach you how to use every technique in the program.  

  

Multi-Box:  This feature allows you to calculate the probability of an IPO stock to go up 

and down. This will alert you to know when to buy and sell.  

                                                                                  

Natural Cycle: This calculates each planet, what the stock did in the past and forecast 

a graph for future forecasts.  

Neural Net: This module uses NeuralNet mathematics and all types of astrological 

criteria projecting future potential of the market under study.  

–  Neural Net mathematics is one of the best algorithms for curve fitting cycles.  Again 

this module educates itself using astrological/astronomical criteria according to the 

stock or market’s past performance and uses this intelligence to make future forecasts. 

Just this module alone is worth the price of the entire program!  

The following graph is a Dow Jones forecast created with the NeuralNet Module.  



  
  

  

The following graph was calculated using the Easy Expert and the Neural  

Net module. The green line graph is a forecast from the NeuralNet module and the red 

and blue arrows are the forecast from Easy Expert module.  

  

https://alphee.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/lvlteenn.jpg


Rating: This module allows you to rate first-trade charts. The rating shows a possible 

down as well as when the price will go up. You can also compare it with your natal 

chart strength to buy and sell.  

  

Transit Chart: This module provides an excellent and easy way to see visuals to 

analyze different astronomical phenomena on the price graph.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


